
Kobelco Generation 10 at LiftRite Hire & Sales
Kobelco has taken productivity and durability to 
a new level with the introduction of the  new 
Generation 10 excavator. 

Generation 10 introduces new technology 
producing very significant fuel savings of up to 
19% in Eco-mode and 16% in H-mode. Over the 
life of the machine these savings make a massive 
difference to your costs.

Kobelco equipment stays out front of the 
competition with standard features such as the iNDr, 
Kobelco's revolutionary noise and dust reduction 
cooling system which effectively delivers ultra low 
noise during operation. 

GEOSCAN is included with Generation 10 which 
provides remote access to a full suite of data on the 
machine including location, fuel consumption, 
maintenance status and security alerts.

Of course the Generation 10 machines still have as 
standard Kobelco's legedary build quality and durbility. 
Talk to the LiftRite team about cost effective 
earthmoving solutions and what Kobelco can do for you. 

R Series Skid Steer Loaders

There is nothing tougher than a Gehl

For more information on  improving your productivity with 
Kobelco Generation 10 talk to our Earthmoving Product 
Specialists today on (08) 9455 2077.

WHEN you need a skid steer loader that just keeps on 
going, look no further than the Gehl R Series range of 
machines. US built and built tough, R Series is designed to 
keep the operator safe and productive all day every day.

With R Series units ranging from the R135 with 680 kg rated 
capacity with optional counterweight up to the 1261Kg rated R260 
model, there is a machine to suit your needs. 

Need something bigger? Check out the Gehl vertical lift V Series 
right up to the V400, the worlds biggest Skid Steer Loader!

Gehl Skid steer loaders offer an excellent suite of safety and 
productivity  features to such as Level II FOPS, low profile lift arm, 
easy cab access, excellent auxilliary hydraulic flow rates and 
optional bucket self leveling.

For more information on the Gehl product range  talk to the 
LiftRite Earthmoving Product Specialists on (08) 9455 2077.
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Manitou Industrial

Robust, Efficient and 
Easy to Operate

Manitou's MI Forklift range has been designed with people 
in mind. Easy to operate and maintain whilst being robust 
and cost effective, there is a whole lot to like about them.

These units do a great job of taking away all of the things 
that you don't need in a forklift and doing a great job of the 
things that you do. Without the fuss and flurry that some 
manufacturers seem to enjoy!

MI comes in a great range of LPG and Diesel machines 
ranging from 1.4 tonne right up to 10 tonne capacities. 
Strong Yanmar Diesel or Nissan LPG engines coupled with 
Power Shift transmissions as standard equipment. 

With a full range of Duplex or Triplex masts with lift 
heights up to 6.0 metres, there is a machine with the reach 
to suit your operations.

 LiftRite Hire & Sales can offer MI machines for sale or 
hire to suit your business needs in a large range of sizes.

Talk to our Product Specialists today on the easy way to 
get a new forklift into your fleet. Ph: (08) 9455 2077

Manitou Industrial forklifts are available on Manitou Fast-Track Finance with no deposit, no financials to 
approved applicants.

Kalmar Reach Stackers

Productivity, Performance, Technology
Kalmar has built a massive reputation of producing some 
of the best container handling equipment available anywhere. 

In fact with almost a quarter of global container movements 
across the planet being done using Kalmar machines, many 
transport companies have made the move to a Kalmar 
solution.

Kalmar Technology
Kalmar K-Motion is the answer for vastly improved 
efficiency and fuel saving. This technology provides all of the 
power when it's needed and doesn't waste fuel when you 
don't.  

K-Motion provides up to 40% fuel and emmission savings 
compared against non K-Motion machines offering owners 
significant operating savings. 

SmartFleet will track your fleets movements in real time 
monitoring fuel usage, lifts per hour and provides the owner 
the oportunity to eliminate areas of inefficiency in their 
operations.

SOLAS is now available in your Kalmar equipment to meet 
international guidelines for weighing shipping loads prior to 
dispatch. The Kalmar SOLAS system is fully integrated with 
SmartFleet systems giving you permanent records and peace 
of mind.
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Kalmar have always been at the forefront of engineering 
excellence and technology. This has now gone a step further 
with the addition on SOLAS systems to the range.

As Western Australia's only authorised Kalmar Dealer, LiftRite 
can offer the full Kalmar range including support for Kalmar 
Technology.

Talk to our Team about purchasing Kalmar or 
discuss a Kalmar Rental to suit your needs on

 (08) 9455 2077. 




